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Abstract. The article represents the results of electrical conductivity studies of cobalt decanoate and lead 
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1. Introduction 
The research of new perspective materials for 
engineering and development of data processing and 
storage devices is one of the important directions of 
modern science elaboration.  
Due to recent trends the great attention is paid to 
studies of untraditional types of liquid crystals (LC). 
The unconventional properties of these materials 
open up new possibilities for various practical uses. 
One of such properties with great practical 
importance is anisotropy of electrical conductivity.  
2. Analysis of research and publications 
Metal alkanoates СnН2n+1СООМ form thermotropic 
ionic liquid crystals (TILC) during their melt. One of 
the main features of TILC is intrinsic ionic 
conductivity. Despite this, there are almost no 
literature data [1-3] on the conductivity of oriented 
liquid crystal phase of TILC. In particular, the 
temperature dependence of the anisotropy of 
conductivity and anisotropy value oriented crystal 
are unknown. Also the impact of near-electrode 
phenomena on TILC conductivity is unclear.  
The aim of the work is: 
– investigation of electrical conductivity of TILC 
of cobalt decanoate and lead decanoate for 
determining its features;  
– detection of the connection between electrical 
conductivity and structure of LC. 
3. Methods and objects of research 
The investigation of electric properties was 
conducted for samples of cobalt decanoate 
+− 2
2199 Co)COOH(C  (Тmelt=82
0С, Тclar>3000С), 
and lead decanoate +− 22199 Pb)COOH(C  
(Тmelt=870С, Тclar=1140С). 
The bulk electrical conductivity of all samples 
was determined by oscilloscopic method [4-7]. The 
triangular voltage signal had peak value of 0,10 – 
0,25 V. The frequency dependence of bulk 
resistance for all examined samples was 
investigated in temperature range of LC formation. 
It was found, that in the frequency range 104 < f < 
106 Hz measured resistance almost does not 
depend on frequency. This indicates a uniform 
volume distribution of the voltage applied to the 
sample. Low values of alternating voltage applied 
to the samples made electrochemical processes on 
electrodes impossible.  
Small-angle X-ray studies [8] have shown that 
LC phase of investigated materials belongs to 
Smectic A type. The molecules are packed in a 
bilayers formed by alkyl chains, among which are 
cation-anion interlayer - cations of cobalt (or lead) 
and the oxygen atoms of carboxyl groups with 
negative charge.  
The cells with metal electrodes (Ni, Cu) were 
used for investigation of electrical conductivity of 
smectic TILC. The samples are characterized by 
strict homeotropic alignment [8], which allowed to 
investigate anisotropy of conductivity of TILC.  
Therefore, the electrodes in cells were placed 
relatively glass substrates either as a sandwich (Fig. 
1a) or planar (Fig. 1b). The cell was filled with 
material by capillary method during its melting. To 
prevent the "absorption" of water in the sample cell 
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edges were sealed with glue. In the case of a cell with 
planar arrangement of electrodes they specified the cell 
thickness. The thickness of cells with sandwich 
electrodes was specified by glass spacers. In both cases 
thickness of the sample was 85 microns.  
 
             a                                          b 
Fig. 1. Types of LC cells for studies of electrical 
properties: A) cell with sandwich electrodes, B) cell with 
planar arrangement of electrodes; 1 – glass substrates,  
2 – Ni or Cu electrodes, 3 – cation-anion interlayer,  
4 – alkyl chains of molecules. 
4. Results and discussion 
Electrical conductivity of cobalt decanoate 
+− 2
2199 Co)COOH(C  
Measurements were carried out in the 
temperature interval 293-395 К for the same sample 
directions of temperature growth and decrease. It 
was found, that the conductivity measured along 
cation-anion layers at the temperature of LC 
formation (Т=355 К) was 5|| 4,05 10 /Sm m
−σ ≈ ×  
and exponentially increases with temperature. 
At the temperature dependence of particular 
sample (and in all other samples) the hysteresis 
phenomenon wasn’t observed. That indicates the 
absence of irreversible electrochemical processes 
and the stability of the structure of the sample during 
the study.  
The experimental points are well described by 
Arrhenius exponential dependence: 
0 exp( )
aE
T k T
σ
= σ ⋅ −
⋅
, 
where σ  – conductivity of TILC, T - temperature, 
0σ  – pre-exponential factor, k – Boltzmann 
constant, aE  – activation energy of conductivity. 
This dependence is linear in coordinates ln( / )Tσ  
versus T/103  (Fig. 2). The activation energy aE  
can be determined by the slope of the linear 
dependence. Value /aE q  ( 2q =  – ion charge) 
characterizes energy barrier per unit ion charge 
( 1=q ), which it have to overcome in order to start 
moving. For the reduced dependence: 
еVEa 12,0|| = , and CJqEa /06,0/|| = . It should 
be noted that for the same sample measurement 
accuracy of activation energy was higher than the 
accuracy of the conductivity measurement, since 
the error of the geometric factor of the cell is added 
to the error of conductivity measurement. 
The same studies were held using cell with 
sandwich electrodes to determine anisotropy of 
electrical conductivity (measurements were 
performed perpendicular to the cation-anion 
layers). In this case electrical conductivity also 
exponentially increases with temperature. But the 
value of conductivity decreased by five orders of 
magnitude ( 105,24 10 /Sm m−⊥σ ≈ × , Т=355 К). 
 
Fig. 2. Logarithmic temperature dependence of the 
electrical conductivity of cobalt decanoate, measured 
along the cation-anion layers. 
 
Fig. 3. Logarithmic temperature dependence of the 
electrical conductivity of cobalt decanoate, measured 
perpendicular to the cation-anion layers. 
The corresponding temperature dependence of 
conductivity measured perpendicular to the layers 
is shown in logarithmic coordinates in Fig. 3. The 
activation energy of electrical conductivity and the 
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value of the energy barrier significantly increased: 
еVEa 80,0=⊥ , CJqEa /40,0/ =⊥ . 
Electrical conductivity of lead decanoate 
+− 2
2199 Pb)COOH(C  
In contrast to the cobalt decanoate compound 
with clear homeotropical alignment of molecules in 
the liquid crystal cell (sample close to the single-
domain LC) the polydomain sample of lead 
decanoate has quasiplanar alighment of molecules in 
the cell. Therefore, the studies of electrical 
conductivity along the cation-anion layers were held 
using the cell with sandwich electrodes and 
perpendicular layers - cell with planar electrodes. 
The temperature dependences of conductivity for 
lead decanoate compound are similar to previous 
case (Fig. 4–5). As for cobalt decanoate, electrical 
conductivity of the samples of lead decanoate 
exponentially increases with temperature. 
 
Fig. 4. Logarithmic temperature dependence of the 
electrical conductivity of lead decanoate, measured along 
the cation-anion layers 
 
Fig. 5. Logarithmic temperature dependence  
of the electrical conductivity of lead decanoate,  
measured perpendicular to the cation-anion  
layers 
The electrical conductivity measured along 
cation-anion layers is equal 44,93 10 /Sm m−σ ≈ ×||  
at the temperature of the formation of LC 
(Т=360 К). And measured perpendicular layers - 
63.69 10 /Sm m−⊥σ ≈ ×  at the same temperature 
region. Values of activation energy and of the 
energy barrier are the following: еVEa 57,0=|| , 
CJqEa /29,0/ =||  – along layers (Fig. 4), 
еVEa 69,0=⊥ , CJqEa /35,0/ =⊥  – 
perpendicular layers (Fig. 5).  
Obtained values of electrical conductivity 
measured along and perpendicular to the smectic 
layers indicate the existence of anisotropy of 
conductivity, but its value 2/ 10⊥σ σ =||  is three 
orders of magnitude smaller than the anisotropy of 
the conductivity of cobalt compound 
( 5/ 10⊥σ σ =|| ). This is because the sample of lead 
decanoate is polydomain with mostly planar 
alignment of molecules in the cell, i.e. the 
alignment of molecules are not strictly planar. 
However, the conductivity of lead compound was 
greater than cobalt. In particular, its value along 
layers approximately ten times more 
( 5|| 4,05 10 /Sm m
−σ ≈ ×  - cobalt decanoate sample, 
4
|| 4,93 10 /Sm m
−σ ≈ ×  - lead decanoate sample). 
The reason is the viscosity of substances, which for 
cobalt compound was significantly greater [12, 13]. 
Thus, studies have shown that all the oriented 
samples of TILC were characterized by anisotropy 
of conductivity. Along with correlation between 
the values of conductivity along and perpendicular 
to the smectic layers, the correlation between the 
corresponding values of activation energy and the 
energy barrier is observed. The higher the 
conductivity σ , the less energy characteristics E  
and qE / . This dependence means that along with 
the anisotropy of conductivity the anisotropy of 
activation energy and energy barrier is also 
observed. 
Interconnection of the electrical properties of 
TILC with the structure  
Layered structure of TILC [8] causes the 
occurring of significant differences between the 
transport of main charge carriers in the oriented LC 
compared with not oriented and isotropic melt. 
Charge transfer occurs along the direction of 
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vector of applied electric field. The value of 
conductivity depends little on the direction of the 
field in the case of nonoriented LC and does not 
depend for isotropic melt. At the same time there is a 
large anisotropy of conductivity for oriented LC, i.e. 
the conductivity along the smectic layers 2–5 orders 
of magnitude higher than the conductivity 
perpendicular to the layers ⊥σ >> σ|| . 
Anisotropy of conductivity can be explained 
qualitatively using Stokes model for the movement 
of charged spherical particles of radius r in a 
homogeneous medium with viscosity η  [14, 15]. 
According to this model, the mobility μ  of charged 
spherical particles is inversely proportional to the 
value of viscosity ~ 1/μ η . For oriented smectic 
mesophase viscosity along the layers is always less 
than the viscosity in the direction perpendicular to 
the smectic layers. Due to this, layers of molecules 
in the smectic phase sufficiently freely move relative 
to each other. Since conductivity is inversely 
proportional to viscosity, then the most efficient 
charge transfer direction is the direction with the 
lowest viscosity, i.e. charge transport in TILC takes 
place in the direction along the smectic layers. 
5. Conclusions 
A detailed complex research of the electrical 
properties of oriented smectic A phase of cobalt 
decanoate and lead decanoate were conducted. 
According to a study the values of the basic 
electrical characteristics as conductivity and 
activation energy were determined. 
Established, that TILC of cobalt decanoate and 
lead decanoate are weak electrolytes in the 
temperature range of LC existence. They are 
characterized by a large anisotropy of bulk 
conductivity caused by the ordering of molecules. 
Found the large anisotropy of bulk conductivity 
( 5II 10/ ≈⊥σσ ) during the measurement parallel 
and perpendicular to the cation-anion layers with 
homeotropic orientation of molecules. The presence 
of anisotropy confirms the two-layer model of 
molecules packing in LC and indicates that the 
charge transport, with metal cations as the main 
carriers, occurs along the cation-anion layer. 
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